A. The Vision: Celebrating a Restored
Four Mile Run

Tidal Reach looking west: BEFORE

In this vision of the future, everyone can find something to celebrate at Four Mile Run:
We can celebrate the wonders of water, ecological renewal and the respite that nature
provides. Celebrate the way that Potomac Yard, Shirlington and Mount Vernon Avenue
brim with urban vitality, or the latest bird-watching discovery at Four Mile Run Park.
Celebrate a community festival, or trying out a new kayak for the first time. We can
celebrate the confluence of cultures that makes Alexandria and Arlington such special
places to live, or the season’s first ripe tomato in the new community gardens. Meeting
neighbors on the promenade, or the exhilaration of a crisp pass of the soccer ball and
thunderous shot on goal. Celebrate the trails that enable us to bike to work or meander
our way to nowhere in particular. Celebrate finding the perfect skipping stone, or
realizing how much fun science class can be when the stream becomes an outdoor classroom. Or we might choose to celebrate a simple, quiet epiphany during an earlymorning stroll.
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Once a forgotten place and in-between space lined with utilities and concrete, Four Mile
Run is on the threshold of becoming the place where residents of Alexandria and
Arlington come together to spend their time. Imagine the day when the stream no
longer functions as a barrier between neighborhoods, but rather serves as the bridge
that brings communities together.

In this vision, the Master Plan for Four Mile Run transforms the corridor in a variety of
ways. Most notably, the vision (see Figure 4.1) includes improvements in environmental
quality, open space amenities, transportation options and overall quality of urban life, as
well as the creation of many new destinations and activities to explore.

Imagine the day when the stream no longer functions as a barrier between
neighborhoods, but rather serves as the bridge that brings communities together.
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Figure 4.1: Illustrative Plan
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Environment

Where a straightened
and channelized
stream once rushed
along concrete flumes
and gabions, the
restored stream now
meanders gracefully
around bars of wetlands and past green
and stabilized stream
banks.

The Master Plan emphasizes the “greening” of the Four Mile Run corridor. It envisions
restoring the balance between nature and people, ecology and urban places. Flood
protection remains the paramount concern, but this time with nature and people in
mind. The stream shoreline no longer serves as a barrier, but now invites visitors down
to the water’s edge. Where a straightened and channelized stream once rushed along
concrete flumes and gabions, the restored stream now meanders gracefully around bars
of wetlands and past green and stabilized stream banks. The litter and debris that once
collected along the stream are now distant memories, thanks to innovative new
approaches to keep the stream clean. Elsewhere, the fragments of existing wetlands have
been reconnected and enhanced to form a healthy and better-functioning ecological
system. At Four Mile Run Park, a tributary through the wetlands has been reconnected
to the stream and provides a cleansing function that improves water quality. Along
lower Long Branch, which flows into Four Mile Run, the banks are now less steep than
they used to be and lined with native vegetation; meanwhile, the concrete weir that once
blocked fish passage has been removed.
Water flows in new places. Hidden pieces of the region’s hydrology have been “daylighted” and waterways, once enclosed underground, now enhance the community and
its landscape. In addition to being pleasant and interesting to look at, these uncovered
streams also provide valuable environmental benefits by providing places for stormwater runoff to infiltrate the ground. Many of the paved surfaces that once surrounded the
stream—parking lots and other expanses of concrete and blacktop—have become
distant memories, replaced by attractive and permeable surfaces that are able to absorb
harmful runoff. Stormwater management can be fun, too: water features scattered
throughout the corridor enliven the landscape in unique, artistic and environmentallyresponsible ways while teaching us about water, ecology and the community’s history.
Finally, given the time and space to grow and revitalize, new and expanded habitat areas
have gradually become home to all sorts of wildlife and plants. These areas recall the
natural conditions that once existed along the stream, teaching us about nature and
offering refuge for wildlife and humans alike.
Open Space
From its parks, plazas and public greens to its promenades and secluded pockets of
nature, Four Mile Run offers open spaces for all moods and experiences. You can meet
your neighbors on the terraced banks near Potomac Yard or escape upstream with a
book; play volleyball or basketball at the new courts while other family members tend
to the family’s plot in the community garden and the kids try out their favorite play-
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ground equipment. You can stroll along the verdant pathways or relax on the banks of
the stream. Or you can play soccer or baseball on the upgraded and reconfigured sports
fields at Four Mile Run Park in Alexandria.
From the new park atop the remaining railroad bridge, you can look down and see how
the sunlight shimmers on the water as it passes through new openings in the bridges
and how, at night, the lighting casts artful reflections on the water. The end of Mount
Vernon Avenue is now the neighborhood’s open space hub and the place to be for
festivals and on balmy nights. Thanks to all the vegetation and landscaping, it is possible
to forget that Four Mile Run once felt like a utility corridor.
Transportation
Transportation improvements make it easier to access Four Mile Run and move around
and through the area using a broad range of transportation modes. The multi-lane roads
with speeding vehicles have given way to traffic-calmed and tree-lined boulevards that
are safer and easier to get across on foot. In fact, you no longer need a car at all when
you visit or live in the vicinity of Four Mile Run. Rapid transit vehicles may one day
stop in the vicinity of the corridor. Meanwhile, new roads with street parking around
Potomac Yard make it easier to navigate by car and to stop for a quick stroll by the
stream. For bicyclists, a commuter trail on the north side of the stream maintains a fast
and efficient commuting route that now connects with the Washington & Old Dominion trailhead. For a more leisurely experience, the trail on the southern side of the
stream offers an unhurried route for walking, bicycling or roller-blading. It’s now a lot
easier to move back and forth between Alexandria and Arlington, thanks to the
addition of artistic new pedestrian/bicyclist bridges and informal stepping-stone
crossings at frequent intervals along the corridor.
Quality of Urban Life
Today, the stream has become a front door to both communities, rather than a forgotten
corridor. You might not recognize Potomac Yard now—a vibrant urban node that is
home to thousands of new residents and workers while offering terrific shopping. On
nice days, it’s great to relax on the terraced banks that lead down to the water, on
benches along the stream or in the elevated park. Shirlington is even better than you
remember it, and shoppers and diners now spill down to the stream’s edge to relax and
socialize. The new road configuration at West Glebe Road has enabled the creation of a
small shopping village while leaving room for a new sports field and beautiful open
space. Meanwhile, Arlandria is thriving as trail users stop at its restaurants and attend
the events on Mount Vernon Avenue.

Stream at Potomac Yard view west: A vision

In the evenings, people gather for performances and events at Potomac Yard and Mount
Vernon Avenue, while at Shirlington they enjoy theater, cinema, restaurants and
strolling along the stream. The stream at night is illuminated by low-level light that
glows beneath all of the bridges, protecting the night sky within the habitat areas while
offering beauty and security to those who wish to enjoy the waterfront experience.
Destinations and Activities

For solitude, escape the
hubbub of the city by
finding one of the
many natural nooks
where you can forget
where you live and
perhaps spot a heron or
osprey.

So much to do, so many places to go. Start at the education center to learn about the
history of Four Mile Run and the creatures that reside in the stream and wetlands. After
that, stop by the farmer’s market in the park atop the former railroad bridge, and
perhaps do a little shopping while you’re there. On the way home, stop to watch the
little league baseball games in progress. Or go bouldering or biking, play basketball, rent
a canoe or kayak at the boat launch or try some fishing by the bridges. Perhaps you
would prefer a picnic or some people-watching on the promenade, or a maybe a
leisurely lunch in Shirlington Village. For solitude, escape the hubbub of the city by
finding one of the many natural nooks where you can forget where you live and perhaps
spot a heron or osprey. Stick around long enough, and you can catch the jazz concert at
sunset on the green at Potomac Yard.
Such is the vision for the future of Four Mile Run. The remainder of this chapter,
building on the guiding principles identified in Chapter 1, describes each of the
components of the Master Plan.

Section through South Glebe Road, Stream and New MultiPurpose Field: View East
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B.	The In-Stream Plan
1. Hydrology and Flood Control: The Core of the 		
Plan
Create a “dynamically stable stream channel” using natural stream channel design
techniques.
The design approach for the in-stream portion of Four Mile Run creates river channel
characteristics that are more natural and more stable when exposed to the current range
of flows generated by the urbanized Four Mile Run watershed. Like a natural river
channel, the in-stream design creates multiple “surfaces” at different elevations within
the larger Four Mile Run flood control corridor. The surface at the lowest elevation is
the “low-flow channel” (one could also call this the “active channel”). The low-flow
channel will convey flowing water, even during times of limited flow, and may also shift
laterally at some locations in response to high flows. The higher surfaces in this design,
the equivalent floodplains in natural rivers, are intended to convey flowing water only
during higher flows. In addition to adding habitat diversity to the Four Mile Run
corridor, these floodplain surfaces provide a “release valve” for the low-flow channel so
that it is not damaged by high flows. By mimicking a natural channel—albeit modified
in order to minimize common problems in urban channels—the Four Mile Run
corridor will be dynamically stable and will provide continued protection from floods.

Avalon Apartments
Realigned South Glebe
Road
Expanded Parkland and
Commuter Trail

Pedestrian and Cyclist Paths and Bridge at Night: View to west from Mount Vernon Avenue

Bank Stabilization
Treatment and
Bouldering Opportunity
Wetland Cell and
Floodplain Planting
Proposed West Glebe
Road Bridge
Low-Flow Channel
Bank Stabilization
Planting
Pedestrian and Bicyclist
Promenade
Redevelopment
Opportunity and
Trailhead
Proposed Multipurpose
Field over Existing West
Glebe Road
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Proposed West Glebe
Road Vehicular Bridge
Proposed Urban
Redevelopment
Opportunity
Realigned South Glebe
Road
New West Glebe Road
Intersection
Proposed Multipurpose
Field
Proposed Pedestrian/
Bicyclist Bridge to
Replace Existing West
Glebe Road Vehicular
Bridge

The Alluvial Reach looking
East: BEFORE
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The Alluvial Reach looking East : AFTER

The in-stream design shown on the HYDROLOGY AND FLOOD CONTROL PLAN
was developed to specifically address the following guiding principles:
•

Provide a minimum 100-year event flood protection.

•

Consider flood protection for areas not currently protected.

•

Create a “dynamically stable stream channel” using natural stream channel
design techniques.

•	Improve corridor habitat and ecology to support native terrestrial and aquatic
plant and animal species.
To achieve a minimum of 100-year event flood protection, all changes to the crosssectional configuration—such as any changes to channel materials or vegetation that
could increase “roughness” or changes that reduce cross-sectional-area—will be
modeled to verify that the 100-year flood event will be contained within the flood
control channel. Where modeling indicates that the 100-year (or 1 percent probability)
flood event would extend outside the flood control channel under current conditions,
the channel and levee design will ensure that the extent and frequency of flooding of
private properties will not be increased by this project. For those areas outside the levee
corridor that are already subject to 100-year event flooding in the channel’s current
condition, configuration and mitigation options to minimize the risk and impact of
flooding will be considered.
Within the flood control project lateral limits (the blue line on the hydrology and flood
control layer), a multistage channel configuration was developed to achieve the second
goal of creating a “dynamically stable stream channel” through natural stream channel
design techniques. A dynamically stable channel is defined as a channel that has an
appropriate channel cross-section to transport sediment during normal flow conditions;
however, it is designed to adjust laterally within this basic form in response to large
flows in order to minimize hard stabilization and maintenance. Under a natural
condition, storm flows would typically have access to a wide floodplain so that the high
energy from large events could be dissipated. In an urban setting, such as Four Mile
Run, the limited floodplain area and high storm-related discharge result in high flow
velocity and sheer stress. In the proposed dynamically stable channel, the low-flow
channel and inset floodplain could adjust to a moderate extent in response to the high
flows. The flood control levee walls, however, will be stabilized in place to prevent
adjustment.
While some refinement to the dimensions of each channel stage is still required, the
overall intent of the design is to create a low-flow channel with an “inset floodplain” that

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
WHAT ABOUT FLOODING?

Thanks to a new understanding of Four Mile Run’s hydrology and the history of flooding in the stream corridor, we
now know that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ flood control project was designed in the 1970s for a higher flow
than the current 100-year flood event. As a result, it is possible to reintroduce many of the natural characteristics of
the stream without compromising protection against a 100-year flood event, the level of protection for which the
flood control project was originally intended.
As the restoration effort moves forward, much of the stream corridor can be naturalized through partial removal of
the existing gabions and flood walls. The actual extent of these changes will be determined by the outcomes of the
Hydrologic and Hydraulic (H & H) modeling study being conducted simultaneously with this master planning effort.
Through modeling efforts with the
US Army Corps of Engineers that
examine various conditions of the
channel, including existing and
proposed conditions, it was
evidenced that the channel condition
proposed by the Master Plan shows
elevated water levels of 12 inches or
less in certain areas. However, as
implementation of the plan proceeds,
changes in the project area
topography can work to mitigate
these elevated water levels to not
appreciably affect potential
overbank flooding along Four Mile
Run to what it is today.
What does significantly impact flooding potential on Four Mile Run is the 30 percent reduction in flood magnitude
discovered through the statistical flood frequency analysis undertaken in 2004. This type of analysis will be ongoing
throughout the implementation phase of the project to ensure that when the details of construction designs are
available, the associated flood impacts are appropriately addressed, including potential flood mitigation. Such
efforts will be coordinated with the US Army Corps of Engineers and the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
Additionally, through this detailed analysis, a public outreach process will be conducted as part of the
implementation phase for the Master Plan to determine whether the risk of flooding is acceptable to all stakeholders
and whether any additional flood mitigation is required.
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is inundated during relatively small storm flow events that mobilize sediment. The inset
floodplain acts as a release valve for forces in the low-flow channel. As flow increases,
water will spread laterally onto the floodplain surfaces, limiting the forces that develop
in the low-flow channel and protecting the low-flow channel (and stream habitat) from
damage.

Low-Flow Channel
Vegetated Inset
Floodplain
Bioengineered Protection
Vegetative Bank
Stabilization
High Flow Event
Will Not Adjust
Dynamically Stable May Adjust Laterally

The multistage channel design also minimizes the amount of local maintenance
required to achieve the goals described above. The final dimensions selected for the
channel will ensure efficient sediment transport through the low-flow channel, thereby
minimizing the need for frequent maintenance. Due to the nature of the tidal portion of
the channel, however, maintenance in that reach will likely be more frequent.
Finally, within the geometric constraints required to achieve the other project goals, the
project seeks to maximize other benefits of the restoration. By ensuring the greatest possible variety of aquatic and riparian habitats as part of the channel redesign, the project
will transform what is now a relatively homogeneous aquatic and riparian environment
into a corridor with diverse microhabitats. Moreover, the project aims to maximize both
recreational opportunities in, and public access to, the stream.
One of the aims of the restoration effort is to remove as many of the existing gabions

Low-Flow Channel
Existing Profile
Proposed Profile with
Vegetative Bank
Stabilization
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Section through Long Branch: View South

and flood walls as possible without compromising flood control and bank protection. In
place of the gabions, the Master Plan recommends more natural stabilization solutions,
including a variety of bioengineering techniques and appropriate bank reconfiguration.
Some of these techniques are discussed later in this chapter, while Chapter 5 outlines
relevant techniques in greater detail. The outcome of the Hydrologic and Hydraulic (H
& H) modeling study being conducted simultaneously with this Master Planning effort
will determine the extent to which the gabion and floodwall replacement can occur.
The following elements are illustrated in the Flood Control and Hydrology plan in
Figure 4.2. The location of the features are shown on the cross-section provided.
Low-Flow Channel
The low-flow channel is the area within the Four Mile Run corridor that will convey
water during both low-flow and high flow conditions. The design of the low-flow
channel will be refined based on sediment transport analyses to ensure that the dimensions are appropriate for the channel-forming flows that occur in this reach of Four
Mile Run. Because of the limited floodplain access and high storm-related discharge
common to this type of urban channel the channel is intended to be a dynamically
stable channel. This will allow the restoration to include more natural elements, and less

hard stabilization. Therefore, to the extent possible given the flow characteristics and
lateral constraints, the low-flow channel may change position and configuration in
response to sediment delivery and flow from upstream. These adjustments will take
place within the inset floodplain, which is described below. In locations where adjustment is not desirable because of the location of amenities, facilities or utilities, various
channel and bank stability measures (also described below) will be employed to
maintain a relatively fixed channel.
Extent of Inset Floodplain / Vegetated Inset Floodplain
In Figure 4.2, the vegetated inset floodplain is the area adjacent to the low-flow channel
bounded by the lines labeled “extent of inset floodplain.” This design feature is tightly
linked with the low-flow channel and contributes to the ability of the low-flow channel
to be dynamically stable. This area will be inundated relatively frequently during flows
greater than the determined channel-forming flow for the low-flow channel. This area
will be vegetated and outfitted with bioengineered erosion control measures to prevent
excessive erosion during the early phases of the project development. The vegetation
and grading in this area will provide diverse in-stream habitats as well as pocket
wetlands, vegetated riparian zones, upland areas with tree cover, and grassy upland
areas.

Figure 4.2: Flood Control and Hydrology

Bioengineered Toe Protection
Bioengineered toe protection will protect the bottom (i.e., the “toe”) of the slope that
connects the low-flow channel to the inset floodplain and the slope at the lateral limits
of the inset floodplains. Toe protection may also be used to stabilize the low-flow
channel in places where channel adjustments would compromise project amenities.
These measures will protect these sensitive areas from excessive erosion during high
flows and moderate flows in the low-flow channel. A wide variety of bioengineering
approaches could be applied. It is likely that some combination of native rock and
vegetation will be used in some places to provide this protection. Bioengineered toe
protection blends much better into the natural stream environment than traditionally
engineered toe protection methods, and also provides much better wildlife habitat.
Bioengineered Bank Stabilization
Stream banks will be stabilized using similar bioengineering approaches in areas where
the erosion risk is relatively high. In Four Mile Run, high risk areas for erosion will
occur where the corridor is most confined, and where structures such as bridge piers
and utility line crossings present obstructions to flow that could induce significant local
bed scour and bank erosion. Since the forces that act on stream banks during high flows

Figure 4.3: Master Plan layers
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A step-pool grade
control structure
is a naturally
inspired design
that mimics the
rock jams and
plunge pool
sequences typical
of steep rivers to
maintain bed
elevations in
impaired systems.

Figure 4.4 Stormwater Management

Figure 4.5 Vegetation
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are greatest where water depth is greatest, the bioengineered bank stabilization designs
include gradients of strength, with the most robust approaches (i.e., those with more
rock or hardscape) applied near the bottom of the bank and more flexible approaches
(i.e., those with more vegetation) applied near the top of the bank. Again, some mixture
of vegetation and structural stabilization is likely in all of these areas.
Vegetated Bank Stabilization

The Master Plan builds on stormwater management practices already in place by
identifying locations throughout the corridor where one or more of a range of stormwater management techniques—daylighting, bioretention, permeable pavement, green
roofs, stormwater planters, litter control, underground storage—could improve ecology
and aesthetics while providing a stormwater management model for other communities. The variety of available stormwater management techniques and strategies for
implementation are described in greater detail in Chapter 5.

Vegetated bank stabilization will be applied in areas with relatively low risk of excessive
erosion. These areas are generally where the flood corridor is at its widest. Some
temporary, biodegradable erosion control fabrics may be used to prevent erosion during
project establishment, but long-term erosion protection in these areas will be provided
by the root structure and soil coverage of vegetation. These areas will also offer significantly improved habitat compared to the existing conditions in Four Mile Run. Figure
4.2 shows what vegetated bank stabilization will look like in practice along lower Long
Branch.

The STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN responds to the following guiding
principles:

Step-Pool Grade Control

•	Incorporate innovative and creative urban designs and watershed solutions.

These features will provide several ecological and aesthetic benefits to the Four Mile
Run project area. A step-pool grade control structure is a naturally inspired design that
mimics the rock jams and plunge pool sequences typical of steep rivers to maintain bed
elevations in impaired systems. These structures will replace the unnatural grade control
structures in Four Mile Run and will likely be constructed of large rock native to the
area. These structures will allow easier upstream and downstream movement of fish and
other aquatic organisms, and will also aerate the water in visually appealing small
waterfalls.

Identifying Opportunities in Alexandria and Arlington

2. Stormwater Management: Impacting the Water 		
that Flows in Four Mile Run
Incorporate “green design” principles.
A successful and truly sustainable restoration of Four Mile Run will focus not only on
the immediate stream channel, but also on the surrounding watershed and its impact on
the stream. Incorporating a range of “green design” principles, such as stormwater
management, can help to minimize the impact of surrounding land use. A variety of
effective, sustainable and minimally impacting stormwater management techniques,
when incorporated into new development and as retrofits to existing land use, can affect
both the quality and quantity of water that flows in Four Mile Run while also improving
aesthetics in the surrounding landscape. Alexandria and Arlington already recommend
or require many of these techniques as part of existing stormwater management
programs.

•	Incorporate “green design” principles for all design and development activities
within and adjacent to the corridor.
•	Develop upstream strategies to improve environmental quality and maintain
the long-term viability of a restored levee corridor.

Public facilities, such as schools, are very attractive sites for stormwater management
retrofits. Potential options at these sites include rain gardens, green roofs, foundation
planters, and permeable pavers in certain areas of the property. Underground storage
can be placed under basketball courts, tennis courts or other impervious recreational
surfaces. Some artificial turf surfaces, such as soccer fields, may be able to provide
greater infiltration and underground storage. Moreover, public schools can take
advantage of stormwater retrofit projects as educational opportunities for their students.
A site visit to Gunston Middle School and Charles Barrett Elementary School, for
example, identified several potential sites for bioretention, stormwater planters, and
permeable pavement, as noted in Figure 4.4.
Commonwealth Avenue in the City of Alexandria is a long, divided boulevard that is
bounded by residential neighborhoods. The median is currently the standard curb-andgutter structure with storm drains. The current design of the median makes it difficult
to install curb cuts and provide water quality benefits through bioretention in the
median; however, this potential should be looked at again if and when the street
undergoes renovations and road work. This area was identified in the Alexandria Open
Space Plan as a major thoroughfare that should serve as a model for streetscape
enhancements.

A major objective of
the Master Plan is to
reestablish the
vegetation that once
lined the stream and
existed in the lowland
wetlands areas but has
since disappeared or
been colonized by
invasive species.

Other commercial properties, such as the Dominion Virginia Power dispatch and
storage facility, are also potential sites for retrofits such as bioretention, bioswales, and
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disconnection of pervious surfaces such as roofs through the use of stormwater planters
or rain barrels (These techniques are described in detail in Chapter 5). In addition,
other commercial properties that include large parking lots are candidates for bioretention and permeable pavement retrofits.

3. Vegetation and Habitat: Enriching Life Along Four
Mile Run
Improve the stream corridor ecosystem.

Water Pollution Control
Plant
Demonstration Wetland
Commuter Trail
Wetland Bars
Low-Flow Channel
Proposed West Glebe
Road Bridge
Low-Flow Channel

A major objective of the Master Plan is to reestablish the vegetation that once lined the
stream and existed in the lowland wetlands areas but has since disappeared or been
colonized by invasive species. Ecosystem restoration—including the preservation and
enhancement of existing vegetation and the introduction, where feasible, of new
vegetative communities—benefits the stream corridor by providing additional flood and
erosion control, stabilizing stream banks, filtering and removing pollutants from water
entering the channel, regulating temperatures, and providing habitat for aquatic,
terrestrial, and avian organisms.
The restoration proposals in the VEGETATION AND HABITAT PLAN respond to the
following overall guiding principles:
•	Improve corridor habitat and ecology to support native terrestrial and aquatic
plant and animal species.

Pedestrian / Bicyclist
Bridge Connecting South
Eads Street to
Commonwealth Avenue
Alexandria / Arlington
Nature-Cultural Center
Trail
Existing Upland and
Floodplain Forest
Reconnected Tributary
Existing Emergent
Wetland
Raised Walkway through
Wetland
Meadow
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Section through stream and Four Mile Run Park and wetlands looking east

•

Create a “dynamically stable stream channel” using natural stream channel
design techniques.

The vegetative communities described in Figure 4.5 are divided between “existing” and
“proposed” status. It is intended that existing vegetative communities be preserved and/
or enhanced according to their current location and composition. Invasive species
management will occur throughout the project area. Within “existing” vegetation
communities, this will involve the inventory and eradication of invasive species that
currently thrive in these areas. In “proposed” vegetative communities, invasive species
management will prevent the colonization of undesirable species.
Hydraulic models of the flood control channel enable an analysis of the effects of the
increase in vegetation within the active channel and riparian / wetlands areas adjacent
to the channel. These models will be used to ensure that proposed plantings do not lead
to a net increase in the risk of flooding along any portion of the project area. The following plant communities and their specific placement in or along the channel were
selected, in part, to not hinder flood conveyance potential. In addition, it is intended
that these vegetative communities, even when fully mature, will require a low degree of
maintenance for flood protection purposes.
Additional flood protection is achieved by the restoration of the marshlands in Alexandria’s Four Mile Run Park to a condition more closely resembling historic conditions.
The restoration will entail excavating areas previously filled to establish a connection to

marshlands in Hume Springs Creek. This will allow for a greater volume of floodwaters
to be contained within the channel and wetlands areas proximate to the channel, and
increase flood protection for the neighboring communities.
The stream corridor restoration focuses on the vegetation and habitat categories
described below. The representative species listed for each category will be verified for
appropriateness during the specific design phase.
Existing Vegetative Communities
Existing Emergent Tidal Vegetation
Emergent tidal wetland communities are currently established within Four Mile Run
Park. These wetland communities are comprised of herbaceous hydrophytes that are
present for most of the growing season. Because the majority of wetlands areas in
Arlington and Alexandria have been filled, altered, or degraded, this area remains one
of the largest intact and functional wetland ecosystems within these jurisdictions. It
provides valuable habitat for migrating waterfowl, resident bird species and a host of
insects and mammals. In addition, the wetland ecosystem is a natural filter of pollutants
found in the waters of Four Mile Run.
Representative species:
River Bulrush (Schoenoplectus fluviatilis)
Cattails (Typha spp.)

Halberd-leaved Tearthumb (Polygonum arifolium)
Dotted Smartweed (Polygonum punctatum)
Pennsylvania Smartweed (Polygonum pensylvanicum)
Arrow-leaved Tearthumb (Polygonum sagittatum)
Water Hemp (Amaranthus cannabinus)
Rice Cutgrass (Leersia oryzoides)
Nodding Burr-marigold (Bidens cernuua)
Smooth Beggarticks (Bidens laevis)
Halberd-leaved Rose Mallow (Hibiscus laevis)
Crimson-eyed Rose Mallow (Hibiscus moscheutos ssp. moscheutos)
Bearded Sedge (Carex comosa)
Climbing Hempvine (Mikania scandens)
Cap Dodder (Cuscuta gronovii)
Orange Jewelweed (Impatiens capensis)
Wild Rice (Zizania aquatica)
Arrow Arum (Peltandra virginica)
Common Arrowhead (Sagittaria latifolia)
Pickerelweed (Pontederia cordata)
Sweetflag (Acorus calamus)

Riparian Edge
Freshwater Floodplain
Planting
Freshwater Wetland Cells
Bank Stabilization
Planting

Tidal Wetland Bars
Existing Emergent Tidal
Vegetation
Proposed Emergent Tidal
Vegetation
Existing Floodplain
Forest
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“I want to see Four
Mile Run meet its
potential to be a
healthy natural area
that serves as habitat
for a diverse array of
species and as a place
where people can enjoy
the setting, learn, and
participate in a variety
of recreational opportunities.”
Neal Sigmon, Co-Chair, Joint Task Force
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Existing Floodplain Forest

Existing Upland Forest

Swamp or floodplain forest communities that are currently intact will remain within
Four Mile Run Park. Floodplain forests are vegetative communities neighboring a
stream or river channel subject to periodic inundation. They are composed of woody
trees and shrubs, and generally exist at the upper limits of the mean high tide.

This mixed upland hardwood community includes moderately mature trees and shrubs.
These woodland communities are rare in the Four Mile Run corridor, and many of these
areas are highly invaded with exotic vegetation. Nevertheless, they represent an ecosystem that historically was widespread throughout the watershed and provide essential
habitat for the remaining large mammals, as well as rodents, birds and insects. In
addition, the upland forest communities present opportunities for recreation.

Representative species:
Green Ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica)
Silver Maple (Acer saccharinum)
Silky Dogwood (Cornus amomum)
Poison Ivy (Toxicodendron radicans)
Halberd-leaved Tearthumb (Polygonum arifolium)
Orange Jewelweed (Impatiens capensis)
Awl-fruited Sedge (Carex stipata var. maxima)
Blunt Broom Sedge (Carex tribuloides)
Fringed Sedge (Carex crinita var. crinita)
Cap Dodder (Cuscuta gronovii)
Cardinal Flower (Lobelia cardinalis).

Proposed Vegetative Communities
Riparian edge
Riparian plantings along the banks of the inset, low-flow channel will provide bank
stability and in-stream cover. This will aid the river channel in maintaining a stable
geometry, the vegetative rootmass serving to armor the banks against erosive flows. In
addition, overhanging branches and leaves provide shade, protection and organic
matter—all of which are essential for many species of fish and aquatic insects.

ORANGE LINE DEPICTS EXISTING PROFILE
Section through Four Mile Run Park, connected wetland, community garden and Hume Springs neighborhood

Representative species:
Black Willow (Salix nigra)
Smooth Alder (Alnus serrulata)
Silky Dogwood (Cornus amomum)
Red Osier Dogwood (Cornus sericea)
Marsh Mallow (Hibiscus moscheutos)
Freshwater Floodplain Planting
Native shrubs and grasses will be planted on the inset floodplain along the alluvial
reach. These communities are able to tolerate periodic flooding, while providing
erosion-control and habitat benefits. This vegetation will stabilize the floodplain
benches that are immediately adjacent to the channel and are inundated during higher
flows. In addition, the vegetative communities of shrubs and grasses will provide
nesting and forage habitat for birds and small mammals.
Representative species:
Soft Rush (Juncus effusus)
Switchgrass (Panicum vergatum)
Cardinal Flower (Lobelia cardenalis)

Tickseed Sunflower (Bidesn polyepsis)
Black-eyed Susan (Rudbeckia hirta)
Spotted Joe-Pye Weed (Eupatorium maculatum)
Broom Sedge (Andropogon girardia)
Fox Sedge (Carix volpinoidia)
Freshwater Wetland Cells
Emergent freshwater wetland vegetation will be planted in permanently flooded pockets
(cells) within the inset floodplain. These wetland cells are typically productive, nutrientrich ecosystems that provide natural filtration of nitrogen, phosphorous, and pathogens
in the water of Four Mile Run. They also allow for a large diversity of habitat types (and
thus an increase in species diversity) along the channel.
Representative species:
Duck Potato (Sagittaria latifolia)
Soft Stem Bulrush (Scirpus validus)
Blue Joint Grass (Calamagrostis canadensis)
Three-sided Sedge (Dulichium arundinaceum)

Adjacent Ballfield
Existing Tributary
Connected Wetland
Proposed Meadow
Green Open Space
Community Gardens
Hume Springs
Neighborhood
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Lizard Tail (Saururus cernuus)
Bur-reed (Sparganium americanum)
Bank Stabilization Planting
Woody trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants will be planted on the banks of the flood
control channel. This vegetation will provide bank stability during higher-flow events, as
well as a tree canopy for temperature regulation and avian habitat. In addition, the trees
and shrubs of this community will provide a continuous woodland corridor along the
banks of Four Mile Run, providing higher-quality habitat for mammals and birds and
allowing them more access along the channel.

One of the major
objectives of the plan,
as envisioned by those
community members
who participated in the
planning process, was
to provide a greater
range of enjoyable,
safe, easy-to-use and
beautiful connections
to and across the
stream corridor.
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Representative species:
Cherry (Prunus avium)
Red Maple (Acer rubrum)
Box-elder Maple (Acer negundo)
Tulip Poplar (Lirodendron tulipifera)
Sassafras (Sassasfras albidum)
Black Haw (Viburnum prunifolium)
Silky Dogwood (Cornus amomum)
Red Osier Dogwood (Cornus sericea)
Tidal Wetland Bars
Emergent tidal wetland vegetation will be planted on alternating wetland bars in the
tidal reach (below Mount Vernon Avenue). These “wetland bars” represent a significant
enhancement of the wetland ecosystem in Four Mile Run. They provide additional
habitat for the insects, birds and mammals that currently inhabit the wetland area in
Four Mile Run Park and also promote the expansion of rare and endangered vegetation,
such as wild rice and river bulrush.
Representative species:
Water Hemp (Amaranthus cannabinus)
Nodding Burr-marigold (Bidens cernuua)
Smooth Beggarticks (Bidens laevis)
Halberd-leaved Rose Mallow (Hibiscus laevis)
Crimson-eyed Rose Mallow (Hibiscus moscheutos ssp. moscheutos)
Bearded Sedge (Carex comosa)
Orange Jewelweed (Impatiens capensis)

Wild Rice (Zizania aquatica)
Arrow Arum (Peltandra virginica)
Common Arrowhead (Sagittaria latifolia)
Pickerelweed (Pontederia cordata)
Sweetflag (Acorus calamus)
Proposed Emergent Tidal Vegetation
Areas of emergent tidal wetland vegetation are proposed within Four Mile Run Park.
This vegetation will be planted as part of the reconnection of the wetland areas in Four
Mile Run Park to the Hume Springs wetlands, substantially increasing and enriching
the total area of emergent tidal wetland vegetation.
Representative species:
Water Hemp (Amaranthus cannabinus)
Nodding Burr-marigold (Bidens cernuua)
Smooth Beggarticks (Bidens laevis)
Halberd-leaved Rose Mallow (Hibiscus laevis)
Crimson-eyed Rose Mallow (Hibiscus moscheutos ssp. moscheutos)
Bearded Sedge (Carex comosa)
Orange Jewelweed (Impatiens capensis)
Wild Rice (Zizania aquatica)
Arrow Arum (Peltandra virginica)
Common Arrowhead (Sagittaria latifolia)
Pickerelweed (Pontederia cordata)
Sweetflag (Acorus calamus)
Proposed Floodplain Forest
Areas of proposed floodplain forest within Four Mile Run Park will be planted as part of
reconnecting the Four Mile Run Park wetlands to the Hume Springs wetlands.
Representative species:
Green Ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica)
Silver Maple (Acer saccharinum)
Silky Dogwood (Cornus amomum)
Halberd-leaved Tearthumb (Polygonum arifolium)

Orange Jewelweed (Impatiens capensis)
Awl-fruited Sedge (Carex stipata var. maxima)
Blunt Broom Sedge (Carex tribuloides)
Fringed Sedge (Carex crinita var. crinita)
Cardinal Flower (Lobelia cardinalis)
Proposed Upland Forest
Planting of native hardwood trees and shrubs above the floodplain.
Representative species:
Cherry (Prunus avium)
Sassafras (Sassasfras albidum)
Eastern Red Cedar (Juniperus virginiana)
Virginia Pine (Pinus virginiana)
Pin Oak (Quercus palustris)
Red Oak (Quercus rubra)
White Oak (Quercus alba)
White Ash (Fraxinus americana)
Street Trees
Native hardwood trees will be planted along selected streets within the watershed. These
trees will increase the amount of tree canopy available to provide shade and habitat. In
addition, they will add to the visual appeal of the communities adjacent to Four Mile
Run, and link them via a “green corridor” to the creek.

C. The Near-Stream Plan
1. circulation and connection: Making the Corridor
Accessible
Create a place for people to reconnect with water and nature within an urban context.
Another major objective of the Master Plan, as envisioned by those community
members who participated in the planning process, was to provide a greater range of
enjoyable, safe, easy-to-use and beautiful connections to and across the stream corridor.
The concept of “accessibility,” as defined by the community, included a range of
improvements: the creation of a continuous and connected trail system along the
stream; a series of bridges that would connect the communities of Arlington and
Alexandria; safe and convenient routes to bring people to the area via alternative modes
of transportation (walking and bicycling); and road improvements to “calm” and clarify
traffic impacts throughout the corridor.
The CIRCULATION AND CONNECTION PLAN (Figure 4.6) responds to the
following guiding principles:
•

Create a place for people to reconnect with water and nature within an urban
context.

•	Increase pedestrian and bicycle access and amenities.
•	Ensure that Four Mile Run is accessible to all who wish to use it.
•	Increase connectivity between the two communities.
•	Enhance the corridor’s effectiveness as a non-motorized and mass transit
corridor.

Pablo, Cynthia and
friends grew up in the
Arlandria area. Now they
all go to different high
schools. They use the
park and basketball
courts as a place to catch
up with their old friends
after school.

Non-Motorized Access
As a way to establish the stream corridor as both an environmental resource and a
destination, the Master Plan calls for the development of a non-motorized corridor that
emphasizes pedestrians, bicycles and certain types of boats. It also recommends a broad
range of opportunities to accommodate these users.
A continuous and linked trail system.
Scenic, attractive and continuous trail systems—accommodating pedestrians, joggers
and bicyclists—line both sides of the stream corridor. On the Arlington side, this trail is
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While Four Mile Run
currently serves as a
barrier between
Arlington and
Alexandria, with
limited points of
connection, the Master
Plan creates multiple
opportunities for
linking these
communities through
the creation of a series
of new pedestrian/
bicyclist bridges all
along the corridor.

already in place and will continue to function as a “commuter” trail for bicyclists. The
trail on the Alexandria side, currently not continuous, will be extended and converted
into a more casual, meandering path that could be used by walkers, joggers and bike
riders who wish to travel at a slower, leisurely pace. The trail passes in and out of green,
vegetated areas and along the shoreline, becoming a raised walkway as it passes through
wetland areas. As both trails pass through the corridor’s several urban nodes, they
become wider, with special paving and trees lining the route in the style of elegant and
beautiful urban promenades.
The trails on both the Arlington and Alexandria sides link with existing trails to create a
continuous trail network. On the eastern end of the corridor, the trails link with the
Mount Vernon Trail, a National Park Service trail that runs along the Potomac River.
On the western end, the trails link to the Washington and Old Dominion (W & OD)
Trail, which is owned and maintained by the Northern Virginia Regional Park Authority.
It is recommended that all new trail construction include either porous, permeable
materials or adjacent filtration strips in order to reduce runoff into Four Mile Run. This
topic is covered in greater detail in Chapter 5.

Figure 4.6 Circulation and connection
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Multiple opportunities for physically linking the communities.
While Four Mile Run currently serves as a barrier between Arlington and Alexandria,
with limited points of connection, the Master Plan creates multiple opportunities for
linking these communities through the creation of a series of new pedestrian/bicyclist
bridges all along the corridor. These bridges include the reuse of a now-defunct railroad
bridge at the eastern end of the corridor for plantings, passive recreational uses and
perhaps even for informal events and for temporary retail amenities, such as vendor
carts. In addition, a proposed bicycle facility provides a venue for bicycle rentals and a
place at which bicyclists stop to eat, rest, shower and buy supplies. The specific uses for
this bridge will evolve over time as the Potomac Yard development nears completion.
In addition, new pedestrian/bicyclist bridges are proposed at other key locations: the
extension of Commonwealth Avenue and the site of a new environmental center; at the
site of the new community plaza and recreational facility on Mount Vernon Avenue that
links to Arlington’s Four Mile Run Park; west of the existing Mount Vernon Avenue
bridge to provide safe and convenient pedestrian and bicycle access for Alexandrians
wishing to shop at the stores along South Glebe Road; and at the place where lower
Long Branch meets Four Mile Run in Arlington and where new development has been
proposed on the Alexandria side. In addition, with the creation of a new bridge and
intersection proposed for traffic traveling on South and West Glebe Roads, the existing

Proposed Pedestrian /
Bicyclist Bridge Across
the Stream
Proposed Connection
Under South Glebe Road
to Lower Long Branch
Small Bridge Across the
Mouth of Long Branch
Informal Trails
Sitting Nook

Mouth of long branch: a vision
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Questions & Answers
what are the proposed changes
to south and west glebe roads?

bridge would be converted to, or possibly replaced by, a pedestrian- and bicycle-only
bridge. All of the existing bridges will be of a consistent design theme that will identify
them as a distinctive collection of bridges unique to Four Mile Run (see Chapter 5 for a
discussion of potential design approaches). Moreover, all of these new bridges should be
designed as span structures in order to minimize or eliminate any new structures
directly within the stream itself.
Finally, the Master Plan recommends a series of informal crossing opportunities. These
crossings might consist of rocks or stepping stones that traverse the stream at its
shallower points and provide casual, almost recreational, linkages between the two
communities.
An emphasis on safe and secure access.
Community members emphasized the need for both safe and secure access along the
Four Mile Run corridor. Several factors will ensure that this occurs. The redesign of
South Glebe Road as a parkway, described below, introduces a median to this thoroughfare to provide a safer means of crossing this heavily-trafficked street. Moreover, the
addition of trees along the South Glebe parkway will serve to calm traffic to some
extent, reducing vehicle speeds to allow for more comfortable pedestrian crossings.

The changes proposed for South Glebe and West Glebe Roads consist of
two primary components. First, a new vehicular bridge at West Glebe Road
will create a much-improved intersection and eliminate some of the existing
traffic problems by creating additional space for vehicle “stacking” at the
traffic signal and getting rid of the awkward one-lane turn from South Glebe
to West Glebe. This realignment will have the added benefit of freeing up
land for additional open space. Meanwhile, the original bridge will serve as
a pedestrian- and bicycle-only crossing.

Lighting plays a key
role in fostering a sense
of security along all
streets and trails in the
corridor.
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Second, South Glebe Road will shift 30 feet to the north by removing an
existing service lane. As a result, Arlington County will be able to expand
the adjacent parkland into the newly-created space. This proposal will
provide an opportunity to maximize public open space on the northern side
of the stream, which has relatively limited open space at this time.
Any improvements will be subject to additional traffic studies and community outreach before any design would occur.

Lighting plays a key role in fostering a sense of security along all streets and trails in the
corridor. It is critical to design new lighting such that it is focused on the trails and
streets themselves while minimizing spillover into the habitat areas being created,
preserved and enhanced along the stream.
Finally, the Master Plan seeks to bring a significantly greater number of people down to
the stream corridor, and for greater periods of time, than currently occurs. Increased
activity along the corridor—both during the day and in the evening—will provide an
additional measure of security by providing “eyes on the corridor.” Emergency call
boxes, placed at regular intervals along the corridor, will contribute to a greater sense of
security during quieter periods.
Motorized Access
The Four Mile Run corridor currently functions as a place that people pass through.
While the Master Plan provides opportunities for the corridor to become a destination
point, the roads that run adjacent to it, and bring people to and through the corridor,
will remain. The challenge is to identify ways that these access roads can become assets
to the corridor rather than obstacles or detractors.

A parkway system that is compatible with the corridor.
The Four Mile Run corridor is surrounded by heavily traveled roads, from U.S. Route 1
on the east to I-395 on the west, and South Glebe Road running almost the entire length
of the corridor on the north. The thoroughfare with the greatest continuous impact on
the corridor is South Glebe Road, a busy street that divides the corridor from the
residential areas to the north. The Master Plan calls for improvements to South Glebe
Road that, while retaining its current capacity, will transform it to an attractive and
more appropriate parkway setting. This would be accomplished through the addition of
consistent rows of street trees on both sides of the road as well as the addition of a
landscaped median down the center. In addition, street crossing demarcations and
special streetscape paving, signage and lighting will further establish the road as a place
for pedestrians, bicycles and vehicles. All of these new amenities serve the dual purpose
of making South Glebe Road more attractive and calming traffic as it moves through the
corridor.
On the eastern end of the corridor, South Glebe Road crosses U.S. Route 1 and intersects with a newly-created thoroughfare within the Potomac Yard development
(Potomac Avenue). This street is also envisioned as a parkway setting that would be
wholly compatible with the improvements recommended for South Glebe Road.
On the western end of the corridor, the I-395 overpass creates a dark, tunnel-like
barrier between the Village at Shirlington and the remainder of the corridor. With the
walking and biking trails passing through this underpass, the Master Plan transforms
this dreary and forbidding area into a well-lit jewel by creating a special setting of
reflective surface art and lighting. This area will welcome visitors and serve as a gateway
between the urban node of Shirlington and the more naturalized shoreline to the east.
New intersections to increase access and traffic flow.
The current intersection of West and South Glebe Roads, with its required turns and
bottle-neck bridge access, presents frequent traffic back-ups and resulting pollution
problems. For this reason, the Master Plan recommends a new intersection configuration at this location. This solution relocates and straightens the West/South Glebe Road
intersection to the east and creates a new, more direct bridge crossing. The existing
bridge would be replaced with a pedestrian- and bicycle-only span bridge in keeping
with the design language of other bridges within the corridor. Further study of the
impacts of these improvements and additional community input will be necessary
before any design process can begin.
The new intersection offers an added benefit to the community by opening up new
green spaces along the stream for public use. The proposal to shift South Glebe Road to

The Tunnel under I-395 BEFORE and AFTER

the north by removing a service lane will result in an opportunity to expand fairly
limited parkland between Long Branch and the existing West Glebe Road.
A balanced solution to parking.
In keeping with the goal of creating a more natural setting and an enriched habitat
along the Four Mile Run corridor, the approach to vehicular parking seeks to minimize
the impact of parking lots along the stream corridor while, at the same time, providing
parking for activities that are traditionally accessed by cars. Part of this approach
involves providing for, and encouraging, visitors to travel to the corridor via nonmotorized modes of travel or via public transit (see below).

On the western end of
the corridor, the I-395
overpass creates a dark,
tunnel-like barrier
between the Village at
Shirlington and the
remainder of the
corridor. With the
walking and biking
trails passing through
this underpass, the
Master Plan
transforms this dreary
and forbidding area
into a well-lit jewel by
creating a special
setting of reflective
surface art and
lighting.

A need for vehicular access, however, will remain, necessitating a variety of parking
solutions. The Master Plan recommends several discrete parking areas located at various
activity nodes along the corridor. These parking areas include the following: a parking
area adjacent to the new green space created by the relocated intersection of West and
South Glebe Roads; a parking area off Mount Vernon Avenue at the new plaza and
sports area; and parking along the redesigned Commonwealth Avenue and its adjoining
streets to accommodate visitors to the environmental center and to the remainder of the
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Questions & Answers
can the power lines be MOVED
UNDERGROUND?
Yes, it’s possible.
Moving the power lines
underground will
remove the visual blight
of the power lines and
will significantly
improve the overall
aesthetic appeal of the
corridor. It also would
free up the utility rightof-way for other
purposes, such as
reforestation.

corridor. Shared parking opportunities will also be available in each of the corridor’s
urban nodes, particularly at the Village at Shirlington and at Potomac Yard. Finally, the
Master Plan recommends the inclusion of shared parking opportunities at each of the
identified redevelopment sites along the corridor in order to minimize parking facilities
along the banks of the stream.
All parking surfaces within the stream corridor and its vicinity should be surfaced with
permeable, functional and maintainable materials or designed with biofiltration areas to
treat runoff from paved areas. These areas should be buffered by planting in order to
minimize runoff and visual impacts on the stream.
Transit Access
At present, transit service to this area is provided via a Metro stop in Crystal City, less
than two miles north of the corridor, and bus service that travels along U.S. Route 1,
South Glebe Road and to the Village at Shirlington, as well as along the Arlington Ridge
Road and Mount Vernon Avenue corridors. In conjunction with the development of the
Potomac Yard site, however, both Arlington County and the City of Alexandria are
exploring possible transit opportunities that would offer more convenient service to the
Four Mile Run corridor. While there are no immediate plans or funding in place for
transit improvements, convenient mass transit service would provide excellent access

What are the challenges? Above all,
moving power lines
underground is a very
expensive undertaking.
For this reason, this is
not a project that is
likely to happen in the
short-term. While the
Master Plan considers
this a desirable longterm outcome, the
vision can accommodate above-ground
power lines as long as
necessary. Nevertheless, other elements in the surrounding environment need to be designed in
a way that will divert attention from the current visual dominance of the
power lines, both in the stream and alongside it.

Section through Urban Redevelopment and Stream at Shirlington
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opportunities to the corridor on a regional level and would encourage its use as a
destination. Such improvements should not be precluded in the future and are compatible with the Master Plan.
Boat Access
Another way to experience Four Mile Run is by boat. The use of non-motorized boats is
encouraged within the corridor through the provision of canoe and kayak launching
areas near the new environmental education center on the Alexandria side and almost
directly across the way on the Arlington side. A boat ramp is also provided at the same
location in Alexandria.

the stream corridor. The vision for urban form that emerged included both “big picture”
land use concepts and more fine-grain design details. The big-picture concepts centered
on the idea of urban nodes, interspersed with natural areas to achieve a balance between
the natural and the urban throughout the corridor. Participants envisioned the urban
nodes functioning as the main centers of activity in the corridor. Another concept
involved reorienting existing and future development towards the stream in order to
transform Four Mile Run into a front door to both jurisdictions. Community members
also noted the need to reconnect Four Mile Run – physically and psychologically – to
surrounding neighborhoods. Specific design details related to these strategies are
discussed in Chapter 5.

The boating experience will be greatly enhanced by the naturalization of the stream
itself and through the design of a series of bridges that will reflect natural light and will
be lit at night in order to create a lovely on-water boating opportunity.

The URBAN FORM PLAN (Figure 4.7) responds to the following guiding principles:

2. Urban Form and Neighborhoods: Building
Community Around the Stream

•	Incorporate innovative and creative urban designs and watershed solutions.

Develop urban life opportunities along the Four Mile Run corridor.
During the visioning process, community members imagined how the urban and built
portions of the corridor might evolve over time and could contribute to the character of

•	Encourage urban designs that develop the corridor’s aesthetics and reflect the
excitement of the watershed citizenry for this resource.

The big picture
concepts centered
around the idea of
urban nodes,
interspersed with
natural areas to
achieve a balance
between the natural
and urban throughout
the corridor.

•	Develop urban life opportunities along the Four Mile Run corridor.
•	Integrate the corridor with surrounding communities and proposed adjacent
urban development efforts.

Redevelopment
Opportunity
Pedestrian and Bicyclist
Promenade
Steps to Informal Stream
Crossing
Floodplain
Informal Stream Crossing
and Low-Flow Channel
Informal Trail
Bank Stabilization
Treatment
Interstate 395 Off-Ramp
Shirlington Gateway
Building
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Figure 4.7 Urban Form

Central to the strategy
of establishing urban
nodes is improving the
physical relationship
between the built
environment and the
stream by creating
urban edges that
engage the stream
rather than shield it.
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•

Create a balance between the natural elements of a restored corridor and
urban activity areas in order to generate a lively, safe and well-used public
resource.

•

Coordinate with other ongoing planning activities. Such activities include
affordable housing initiatives, master planning efforts like the Arlandria and
	Shirlington planning efforts, and other planning and economic development
initiatives.

From “Utility Corridor” to Front Door and Focal Place
Establish a balance between natural and urban areas.
The Master Plan consolidates urban activity in existing urban nodes and proposed
redevelopment areas. These areas will constitute the activity centers of the Four Mile
Run corridor while surrounding areas will be returned to nature. Central to the strategy
of establishing urban nodes is improving the physical relationship between the built
environment and the stream by creating urban edges that engage the stream rather than
shield it. Strategies for engaging the stream include adapting existing buildings in ways
that reorient them to the stream and ensuring that all new development occurs with the

stream in mind. Key opportunities to establish vibrant urban nodes and urban edges
include ongoing and proposed development at Potomac Yard and the Village at Shirlington, as well as redevelopment opportunities in the Nauck neighborhood and in the
vicinity of West Glebe Road.
Improve the quality of the built landscape along Four Mile Run.
The Master Plan seeks to transform Four Mile Run from a “utility corridor” to a
gathering place and community asset that hosts a variety of uses and activities and lures
people to the stream. Achieving this vision requires improving the aesthetics of the
corridor by enhancing both the natural and built character of the stream edges. This
involves improving the quality of building design and orientation, adjacent public
spaces, other elements of the built landscape such as lighting, fencing, bridge crossings
and walkways. Design strategies for the corridor are described in greater detail in
Chapter 5.
Remove barriers and foster connections between the stream and the community
In addition to improvements to transportation and pedestrian and bicycle circulation,
larger changes in land use and configuration will be necessary to repair the urban fabric

in a way that improves both physical access to the stream and a perceptual connection
between nearby neighborhoods and Four Mile Run. The Master Plan envisions these
connections between stream and community as a key consideration in guiding future
development along the corridor. In the long run, improving access to Four Mile Run
and expanding the stream’s sphere of influence will establish the stream corridor as a
preeminent gathering place, natural oasis and recreational amenity.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
does the master plan impact
affordable housing?

Coordination with Other Planning Initiatives and Priorities
Connect the Master Plan to the goals of prior planning efforts.
The Master Plan presents an opportunity to reinforce and advance the goals articulated
as part of prior planning efforts. In Alexandria, these efforts include the Long-Term
Vision and Action Plan for the Arlandria Neighborhood (City of Alexandria) and
recommendations of the Upper Potomac West Task Force Report. In Arlington, development at the western end of the study area will require coordination with existing and
ongoing planning studies for the Shirlington Crescent, the Nauck Village Center and
Jennie Dean Park. In addition, ongoing efforts to upgrade the Water Pollution Control
Plant provide an opportunity to enhance the physical relationship between this facility
and a restored Four Mile Run.
Establish additional guidelines for design and development.
To provide direction for new construction along the corridor, Alexandria and Arlington
should consider establishing design guidelines to ensure that development fits within
the character of the Master Plan and prior planning visions. Some areas within the
stream corridor currently lack a formal planning vision to guide future development.
For this reason, it is especially important to monitor any development decisions in these
areas and to guide them in ways that will be compatible with the Four Mile Run
restoration strategy. In Alexandria, for example, the area west of Mount Vernon Avenue
contains a residential mix that ought to be preserved. In Arlington, the existing Giant
shopping center property offers a prime opportunity to reshape the character of the
Four Mile Run corridor, and any effort to redevelop this property should be carefully
considered. Specific recommendations for design guidelines are described in Chapter 5.
Promote equity and preserve diversity by increasing the supply of affordable housing.
It is vitally important that the restored Four Mile Run remains a community asset that is
enjoyed by all walks of life, regardless of income, race, ethnicity, age and ability. Achieving this goal requires an ongoing commitment to providing sufficient affordable
housing opportunities in the neighborhoods surrounding Four Mile Run. The areas for

The Master Plan recognizes the importance
of providing affordable
housing to ensure that
the surrounding
community maintains
its diverse character
and that the restored
Four Mile Run is a community asset that
serves all walks of life,
regardless of income,
race, ethnicity, age and
ability. As a minimum,
the Master Plan
recommends actions
on the part of both the
County and the City to
assure that there is a
“no net loss” situation
with regard to affordable housing units in
the residential areas
adjacent to the stream
corridor. More optimistically, by identifying areas where redevelopment
might take place, the Master Plan accommodates the possible construction
of new affordable housing within the Four Mile Run corridor. While more indepth attention to affordable housing does not fall within the scope of this
planning effort, there are a variety of programs, policies, initiatives and
staff discussions that are currently focusing on this issue in both Alexandria and Arlington. The Four Mile Run Restoration project anticipates that
the availability of affordable housing adjacent to the corridor will benefit
positively from these local efforts.

Community Garden

A place for “digging in”
and creating
community gardens
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possible redevelopment and new development already proposed present the opportunity to reinforce the commitment to equity by developing housing for all income levels.

recycled railroad bridge

The recycled railroad
bridge will become a
recreational asset in
and of itself.

3. Recreation: Creating a Balance That Works

more beautiful corridor that people will want to visit and learn from. In addition, the
Master Plan retains existing recreational resources currently available in the corridor
and enriches these through both the enhancement of those resources and the addition
of new recreational opportunities that are appropriate to their stream corridor setting.

Create a balance between the natural elements of a restored corridor and urban activity
areas in order to generate a lively, safe and well-used public resource.

Thus, the RECREATION PLAN (Figure 4.8) responds to the following guiding principles:

The lower Four Mile Run corridor currently provides important, but limited, recreational opportunities for the communities of Arlington and Alexandria. Bicyclists ride
the trail daily on the Arlington side, both for recreational and commuting purposes.
Children and adults play on Alexandria’s ball fields and courts. People stroll through the
habitat preserve at Four Mile Run Park in Alexandria to spot their favorite resident and
migrating birds, and people fish from the stream embankments at select locations.

•	Enhance existing recreational opportunities.

One of the major opportunities in restoring the stream corridor, however, has been to
create a setting that will attract people to it—a setting for people to spend leisure time,
to relax, to recreate, and simply to have fun. This purpose must be in balance with the
environmental restoration goals for the corridor. Certainly, the result of restoring the
environmental qualities of the stream and its edges will, in and of itself, produce a much

Figure 4.8 Recreation
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•

Create new recreational opportunities that afford interaction with the waters of
Four Mile Run.

•	Develop urban life opportunities along the Four Mile Run corridor.
•	Encourage appropriate siting of recreational facilities in the context of the
overall project goals.

The More Subdued Side of Recreation
The Master Plan offers a wide range of less active recreational pursuits, ranging from the
simple enjoyment of nature to appreciating the natural setting of the corridor as a lovely
backdrop to more contemplative activities. Such opportunities include:
The enjoyment of natural habitat areas within an urban context
With the exception of its urban nodes, the Master Plan transforms the Four Mile Run
corridor into a natural habitat community with settings that vary from wetlands to
upland and floodplain forests. The Master Plan dramatically improves and expands the
existing habitat area throughout the corridor. This change provides a wealth of opportunities for visitors to stroll along the continuous trails and walkways, to access the edge of
the water in many locations and appreciate the range and beauty of the habitat settings
that have been created. Opportunities for bird watching, habitat interpretation and
education, and quiet enjoyment will be found along the entire 2-mile stretch of the
stream corridor.
A place for contemplation, views and passing time
Along the length of the corridor, small seating areas and overlooks provide opportunities for contemplation, reading, enjoying nature and appreciating the views up and
down stream. In addition, the Master Plan includes picnic areas on both sides of the
stream in order to encourage visitors to approach the stream and spend time there.
Most importantly, the Master Plan provides for over 14 acres of passive, green open
space on both sides of the stream to be used for gathering, relaxing and informal play.
A place for “digging in” and creating community gardens.
Both Arlington and Alexandria have a long and active history in community gardening—a practice that entails setting aside plots of land that residents can lease annually
for establishing and maintaining gardens for private use. The Master Plan proposes the
creation of a section of community gardens at the edge of the Hume Springs community
in Alexandria. These gardens could serve members of that community and others and
would provide an additional green buffer between the residential area and the
enhanced, reconnected Four Mile Run Park.
Responding to the Need for More Active Pursuits
Meeting active recreational needs within the dense urban communities of Alexandria
and Arlington presents an ongoing challenge. For Alexandria’s residents, the Four Mile
Run corridor already includes several important active recreational amenities, including
a soccer field in the area behind Mount Vernon Avenue, three ball fields adjacent to

Four Mile Run Park, and one adjacent to the Charles Barrett Elementary School. Given
the fact that the City is under continuous pressure to provide adequate field space to
meet the needs of its growing community, it was critical for the Master Plan—at a
minimum—to retain the fields currently located within the corridor. In addition, the
planning process explored possible opportunities for providing additional active
recreational space where feasible, while still providing sufficient habitat area and passive
recreational opportunities.
Other active recreational pursuits recommended by the Master Plan include the
creation of new trails and trailheads as well as new recreational courts, opportunities for
bouldering and climbing and places for fishing and boating, and areas simply for play.
Meeting the recreational needs of a growing and diverse community.
The fields at Four Mile Run Park are well-used and respond to growing recreational
needs in the City of Alexandria and surrounding communities. Existing facilities within
Four Mile Run Park include one multipurpose field, one baseball field, one softball field
and a T-ball field. The Master Plan retains yet reconfigures these fields. It reorients one
ballfield in order to enhance the functionality of the proposed nature-cultural center
and associated boat access. The realization of the Arlandria neighborhood plan will
enable the reorientation of the existing multipurpose field to make room for an adjacent
ballfield, relocated in order to create an opportunity to connect and enhance the
wetland areas in the southern section of Four Mile Run Park. The Master Plan further
recommends the creation of one additional multipurpose field on land that becomes
available for such use with the relocation of the South and West Glebe Road intersection. This is an appropriate area for a field because it lies adjacent to the Charles Barrett
School and is within walking distance of a dense residential community that could
make good use of such facilities.
The Master Plan also recommends that all ball fields—whether existing, new or
revamped—be surrounded by edge plantings that will help absorb runoff and will
increase the attractiveness of these facilities and their compatibility with adjacent
habitat areas.
At the rear of several stores along the east side of Mount Vernon Avenue, and beyond
the large parking lots, is an informal open space for the community. The space currently
includes two basketball/tennis courts, which receive heavy use; however, the Master
Plan proposes expanding this area through the creation of an additional court.
Finally, the creation of multiple linkages between the north and south sides of the
stream—via proposed pedestrian/bicyclist bridges—will provide residents living in both
jurisdictions with convenient and walkable access to recreational facilities on both sides
of the corridor.
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. . . the Master Plan
proposes a series of
walkways and promenades that will invite
those visiting
Shirlington to stroll or
bike along the water
and to sit under the
trees.

Bringing people down to the water to have fun: walking, biking, fishing, boating and
climbing.
The continuous trail system created on both sides of the stream, including the maintenance and enhancement of the trail on the north side and the creation of a continuous
trail on the south, will attract visitors from the City and County as well as from the
surrounding region. The hope is that, once there, these visitors will stop and linger or
will decide to return to spend more time at Four Mile Run. In addition to the passive
and active open spaces noted above, the stream corridor will offer numerous opportunities for a variety of other recreational pursuits: fishing, kayaking and canoeing (boats
can be launched and rented on-site) or climbing boulders that have been placed along
the northern edge of the stream, within a new shoreline park created through the
realignment of South Glebe Road.
But what about the kids?
The Four Mile Run corridor will offer a rich variety of family-oriented recreational
facilities, ranging from biking and walking to ball-playing, picnicking, boating, touring
and more. In addition, the Master Plan provides for several playground areas, including
one in the new park near the South and West Glebe bridge and one in the enlarged Four
Mile Run Park on the north side of the stream. The latter facility will feature the
creation of an exciting water park experience that includes water-art features and a
water playground, with stepping stones leading across the stream to an urban plaza area
on the south side (see below).

Existing Bank Vegetation
Trail
Floodplain
Informal Crossing and
Low-Flow Channel
Floodplain
Wall and Steps
Promenade along
Arlington Mill Road
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Section through Stream and Arlington Mill Road at Shirlington

The Urban Recreational Experience
As a stream corridor within an urban context, the recreational opportunities presented
by the Four Mile Run area include those that celebrate and welcome the urban community.
Incorporating community vitality into the life of the stream corridor.
Two urban nodes comprise the “bookends” of the stream corridor and offer a variety of
recreational experiences. On the eastern end, the Master Plan proposes the creation of a
park on both sides of the stream at Potomac Yard, linked by an adaptively-reused
“green” bridge that echoes the theme of water. On both sides, the park brings visitors
down to the water through a series of pervious grassy steps that also function as seating.
The design of this park celebrates stormwater treatment as a key element with visible
storm drains bringing runoff from the developed portions of the site down to a series of
biofiltration areas that are green, usable and heavily planted. Filtered water cascades
down the steps and into the stream. The grassy steps also serve as seating from which it
is possible to watch performances taking place on a “performance pontoon” tethered to
the shoreline.
The recycled railroad bridge will become a recreational asset in and of itself. Retained as
a green open space, the Master Plan suggests modifying the bridge surface by cutting
holes to allow light to reach the water below and adding paving that creates a “wave
pattern,” in keeping with the water-related theme of the corridor. At least one structural
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Urban open space on Mount Vernon Avenue and reoriented multipurpose field: a vision
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element is proposed for the bridge: an “experience tower” that affords visitors a spectacular view of the stream, the Potomac River and surroundings and might be lit at
night as a focal point element of the Four Mile Run corridor. It also might include
interpretive elements and other features, such as a café and a canoe/kayak and bike
rental facility.
On the western end of the corridor, the Village at Shirlington presents an urban edge to
the stream. In response, the Master Plan proposes a series of walkways and promenades
that will invite those visiting Shirlington to stroll or bike along the water and to sit
under the trees. Jennie Dean Park, on the north side of the stream, offers additional
recreational open space along the water’s edge.

Neal Sigmon and Mary
Ann Lawler live within a
couple of minutes’ walk of
Four Mile Run. They both
take advantage of all
that the corridor has to
offer—from an ideal
setting for a morning
walk to a place for birdwatching. Mary Ann
played a key role in
creating the native plant
meadow on the banks of
the stream, just off U.S.
Route 1, and loves to see
the pollinators that are
already attracted to the
plants. Neal, an avid
bicyclist, considers the
Four Mile Run Trail his
gateway to the area’s
extensive trail system.

A third, and important, community space is centrally located within the corridor at the
end of Mount Vernon Avenue. At this location, the Master Plan calls for the creation of
recreational amenities on both sides of the stream. On the southern side, in addition to
the multipurpose fields described above, the Master Plan includes the creation of an
urban open space with lawn and trees, a plaza area for gatherings and events, and a
playground facility. It is envisioned that this space will be used for community festivals,
farmers’ markets, concerts, family gatherings and other community-related activities.
By crossing the stream either via a stepping-stone trail or a new pedestrian/bicyclist
bridge, visitors enter an exciting water park comprised of water-art sculpture, a water
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playground and extensive green open space areas. This community node maximizes the
pleasure of the waterside experience and teaches both young and old about the many
properties of water to be celebrated within the Four Mile Run corridor.

4. Interpretation and Education: Lessons from Four
Mile Run
Stress the interrelatedness of positive individual, institutional, and political actions and
behavior changes with improved water quality and habitat in the corridor.
The Four Mile Run corridor will provide both the community and the region with a
living classroom in which to learn about ecology, stream geomorphology, water quality,
habitat protection and restoration, recycling and other topics. Given the length of the
corridor and the diversity of those likely to use it, it is important to create interpretive
opportunities in a variety of formats and languages. The learning approach will emphasize a hands-on approach to learning: less of an emphasis on “here’s something to learn”
and more on “here’s something to do.”
In this regard, the EDUCATION AND INTERPRETATION PLAN (Figure 4.9) will:
•

Provide interpretive opportunities to educate and inform the public about
the stream corridor.

•

Create a place for people to understand their connection with water and
nature within an urban context.

•	Interpret the principles of “green design” in ways that underscore the 		
important linkages between design, use and sustainability.
Opportunities for a Continuous “Stream of Learning”
The Master Plan recognizes that people will enter the corridor at many different
locations and might remain within a limited area throughout their stay. For this reason,
the Master Plan envisions multiple opportunity points, and a wide range of interpretive
possibilities, for explaining the various elements that comprise the restored stream
corridor—its wetlands, wildlife/habitat areas, stream banks, channel character, stormwater management strategies, and so on. Such opportunities include:
Create a learning environment along the full extent of the Four Mile Run corridor.
The Master Plan outlines opportunities for learning at points along the entire corridor,
particularly at its primary entrances and in places where people will stay awhile. Such
places include trailheads, parks, overlooks, urban nodes, and natural/habitat areas.
Interpretive elements might consist of signs, display boards, pavement markings, art
pieces, water features, play structures, tour brochures, and guided tours. A specific
interpretive program for the Four Mile Run corridor will be developed in conjunction
with the design of the various corridor elements.
Emphasize the joy of learning about the corridor and the community.
In addition to the interpretive sites throughout the corridor, several proposed facilities
are dedicated to interpreting the corridor and to having fun while learning. The first of
these sites is the proposed nature-cultural center, located at the end of Commonwealth
Avenue as it meets Four Mile Run. This facility will be easily accessible from both
Alexandria and Arlington through the installation of a new pedestrian/bicyclist bridge
in this location. While the exact program for the center still needs to be defined, several
themes have been suggested, including the environment of the corridor and the
restoration project, the history of the corridor area, and the cultural diversity of the
corridor community. In addition, the City has requested that the Master Plan consider
locating a small recycling deposit center at this location. This concept provides the
opportunity for a creative, attractive and educational facility that can incorporate
recycling as one of the interpretive “lessons” for the center.

that might be located in the “event/information box” recommended as part of this
space. This latter structure would supply power, water and storage space for events, and
could also serve as an information display space reporting on topics that may include:
updates on the restoration activities at Four Mile Run; upcoming events in the corridor;
upcoming events in the community; stream “facts,” and so on.
A third location, the demonstration wetland created between the Water Pollution
Control Plant and the stream, will provide cleansing for some of the plant’s discharge.
While the new wetland will not be large enough to cleanse all of the discharge, it will
serve as a valuable opportunity to explain wetland functions and processes to students
and visitors.
Finally, the experience tower and “performance pontoon,” both located at the Potomac
Yard site, provide additional opportunities for interpretation through exhibits, programs, view interpretation, experiments and performances.
Establishing a partnership with local schools.
As noted previously, the Four Mile Run corridor includes numerous schools within
walking distance and additional schools within a short driving distance to the corridor.
The corridor therefore constitutes an excellent “laboratory” in which to explore environmental, cultural, historic and social issues that are part of the school curriculum for
both the City and County. Not only can schools make use of the extensive interpretive
elements located throughout the stream corridor, but they can develop programs
tailored specifically to their students’ needs. This could, perhaps, occur in conjunction
with the nature-cultural center staff once that facility is constructed. Prior to that time,
however, the restoration activities within the corridor offer outstanding opportunities
for students to understand the scope and significance of the changes occurring in
corridor.
This chapter described the overall Master Plan vision. The next chapter
(Chapter 5) builds on this vision by establishing a design language, or set of
design principles, for realizing key themes of the Master Plan. These themes
include “green” design principles to ensure an environmentally sustainable
stream corridor, the design of public spaces, and the design of built features
such as buildings, bridges and furnishings for trails and streetscapes.

The second location comprises the community open space area adjacent to Mount
Vernon Avenue. This site provides an excellent venue for educational and interpretive
programs, including those that can be incorporated into festivals and events, and those
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The Alluvial Reach: View to West from Mount Vernon Avenue: a vision

